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Good Call Bad Call: Jumper punches 
should be legalised in cricket

As the Bickrum yoga season finishes up and Bitterman takes a short break before the 
start of the cricket season guest reporter Stuart Hair caught up with the Gazzettes chief 
columist Antonio Bitterman (aka Shapes) to talk the ups and downs of life as this 
prominent panther
 
SH: Shapes good evening. hows it feel to have the shoe on the other foot today.
AB: shoe.... what, do you like my loafers?
SH: Never mind. You had a good finish to the 11/12 season, expecting big things from 
the coming season?
AB: Yes definitly, it's exciting isn't it. If you look back last year at the best bowling 
average between bowlers 5th and 6th overs, when bowling into the wind, wearing a 
shirt 2 sizes too small, for bowlers who played both first XI and fourth XI i was up there 
with the best bowlers in the comp so i'm looking at buiding on that this year.
SH: What about with the Willow, any chance we can see a few master blaster clinics.
AB: No doubt. Actually working with my sponsers (Lipton chai tea) on a video about 
how to hit sixes.
SH: Are you getting Beattie in on the gig?
AB: What... NO.
SH: Well are you filming it at training then? 
AB: Lets move on
SH: Alright what about the social pages. The Bitterman was once a nude running, pot 
sculling Lethario of North Balwyn. Now married to you lovely partner Caity and being a 
mover and shaker in the realestate market do you still have time to be the pathers 
leading man on a Saturday night.  
AB: No doubt im impresive on the turps but its had to take the back seat over the last 
few years. With the time investment I've put into developing my beutification business i 
havent had the time or the budget to have a few pots.
SH: Beutification business, tell me more
AB: Well its not so much my beutification business as it is my beutification routine. 
Exfoliation Monday and Thursdays, Spray Tans Tuesday and Fridays, Full body wax on 
Wednesdays, Liposuction monthly, and Hair crimping every second week, Its full on 
just talking about it.
SH: To change direction again where do you stand on your commitent to training 
situation. Its causing some frustration around the club.
AB: Im the training captain, i think that shows im very committed.
SH: But thats the problem, you've annointed yourself "training captain" and havent 
been sighted at many sessions. You haven't developed any programs, you've thumbed 
your nose at Ray Bright after publically stating "When i see him selected for the Holzer 
Shield Rep side ill give him my respect" and stated if you're not selected in the ones the 
club can quote "suck my balls". Surely you can see how that can segregate you from 
the panther public.
AB: Some people are born leaders Stuey and some people lead by example. I think you 
know which one I am.
SH: That doesnt even make sense. Do you see no problem with your commitent and 
preperation for the season
AB: Have you seen my skin folds? I'm prepared.
 
SH: Alright lets finish with what i like to call 10 quick singles. Just reply with the first 
thing that comes into your head. 
1.  SH: Grandfinal selection policy 
     AB: I hate Datson
2.  SH: Grandfinal performances
     AB: Not important, doesn't count to your average
3.  SH: Favourite panther
     AB: Anthony Schaepman 
4. SH: Most disliked panther 
    AB: Oh gee... 1. Will McKenzie - Has knifed me on multipe occasions
2. Simon Datson - If Will wielded the knife, Dato definitly sharpened it.
3. Tyso Thomas - He triggered me LBW 7 years ago at training. My memory is as big 
as my muscles, I dont forget 
4. Gurney - Just an arogant, arogant flog
5. Brenton Davies - Im certain he uses steroids. 
6. Marcus Hyde - Can't believe how big the sixes are he gets hit for 
7. Kevi.... SH: Alright thats enough
5. SH: Damian Argenti:
    AB: Cold sweats
6. SH: Cricket 
    AB: If the world stops holding me back i'll be the greatest
7. SH: Life
    AB: Love every creature great and small, except Dato
8. SH: Money
    AB: Work hard to get it, Work harder to not give it away 
9. SH: Love
    AB: Lewis, i mean Caity.
10. SH: Panthers
      AB: The greatest club on the planet.
 
SH: Well i most certainly cant argue with that. Shapes, Bitters or what ever you call 
yourself its been a priverleage and a pleasure
AB: No doubt, also.  

BEHIND THE STUMPS WITH ANTONIO BITTERMANGazettes Top 10
Time for this years edition of the gazettes top 10, we're looking 
at the 10 players I'm expecting the most impact from accross all 

grades this season

1
Andrew Wolfmeyer, arguably the most 
facisinating panther.Has looked a 
million dollars at training,

showcasing his trademark anger and 
intimidation. It was clear to see Wolfy is up and 
about in his first training session saying "Good, 
Shapes, My Favourite" and proceeded to beam 
him "Hooowlllllll"

2
Tony Miles, hopefully his hip 
replacement surgery wont hamper 
the stalwart too much. Stepping back 
in class and really should dominate... 

5
Craig Miles, Had a breakthrough 
year however is still furious with 
Grades as he dropped him in the 
last game of the season so he 
couldn't win the ECA bowling 
averages. 

Dave Beattie, has told the players 
he's opening the batting and 
opening the bowling this season. 
Despite his inability to get past 25 
with the bat or take a wicket he 
demanded to be on this list

6

PT Crowle, a gazzette exclusive here, 
the club has covered up the 
whereabouts of Crowley for the past 3 
seasons. Most believed he was in 
London, however he was recovering in 
hospital from bowling 40 straight overs 
in the infamous semi final. Finally fit 
again he is ready to reclaim his spot in 
th 3 d l k P t

7

#
Henry the Pom, instense pre-
season as he had to sit his yr12 
exams at Marcellin before Dave 
would pick him. Henry's been to 
one training session and 
frightened most blokes. Big 
season tipped

4

Nick Brown, is a veteren of the 
2v2 form of cricket and is now set 
to debut in the longer form of the 
game. Bit of a hump but will 
certainly push the boudaries when 
it comes to sledging

3

10

8
Matthew Gurney, with Bakes 
leaving Matty has put his hand up 
to be the #1 spearhead at the 
club. When quizzed on Henry his 
response was who? With this 
extra responsibilty his ego has 
gotten out of control.

9
Mark McNamara, despite nearly 
dieing on the cricket field last 
season Macca is back bigger and 
better then ever. Paid coaching 
and hours spent in the nets 
should mean he has a 
breakthrough season

Simon Datson, publicly took his sacking 
like a true gentle, however privately is 
furious with Hydey and Dave. Feels he 
has a point to prove and has shown 
some venom with the ball
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Good Call Bad Call: The notebook is the 
greatest love story ever told

Confirmed: 
Kevin Baker has left the club as an unrestricted free agent - Bakes has been seen 
getting fitted for his Ferntree Gully league rep shirt
Trade Rumours: 
Douggie Potts - Despite the club shopping him around a fair bit, there is very little 
interest in the up and comming player. 
Andrew Minniceillo - Minnow knifed us for a trendy club in the city, we asked for 
compensation but they laughed and told us to get stuffed

New Players: 
Cyril Dickson - Idenitical twin brother of Cameron, Cyril has decided to try his 
hand at cricket this season. Sadly he will need to wait till round 3 before they can 
play together as Cameron is suspended.

Long Term Injury List: 
Sean Marshall - Apparently experiencing rashes from the ill fated body suit 
Bitterman exposed....

Starring
Kal Penn as Andrew Morton

Brendan McArdle as Woody

Kramer as racist opponent

ANDREW MORTON - THE PANTHER MOVIE written by Gallichio

It was one of those typical overcast summer days. As usual the 3s were short, but this time we'd managed to find 
an 11th. "Can he play?" Woody asked, "mate he's Indian of course he can" came the reply. Shortly after this a 
tanned bloke rocked up at the ground in the whitest whites I've ever seen. 

He didn't waste any time getting to know everyone, launching into the story of how he was using an Impala bat his 
cousin used against Mick Lewis on the MCG. "You're in at 10 mate" barked Woody

Mort didn't waste any time putting the pads on and it proved to be good foresight. We were 8 for stuff all in no time. 
He walked to the middle confidently. The Bowler was on a roll. The bowler steamed in and dropped one short, 
rather then playing a conventional shot Mort jumped a foot back backwards and tried to fend the ball away with his 
arm. 

This wasn't going to end well, the bowler stared him down, he hadn't seen a bunny this big since he was a kid 
watching Warner Bros cartoons. In came the bowler, again dropping it short. Mort jumped backwards, this time 
flailing the bat in the air instead of his arm and took at top edge and went over the slips for 6! 

The next ball was aimed squarely at Morts head and the effort in the bowlers delivery was visable for everyone to 
see. Mort managed to duck this one but his bat remained up. 

The ball clipped the back of his bat on the way through and ballooned over the keeper for 6, the successful 
periscop shot making Mort the 3's top scorer for the day. 

The bowler swore under his breath. The rage was plain to see. We had the local hospital on speed dial. He ran in 
off the boundary this time. No one could take their eyes off the game. He ran wide on the crease, and angled a 
searing delivery into Morts chest. 

Mort fended the ball off as if he was an English number 11 facing Michael Holding. At the very time the ball made 
its way into first slips safe hands, the bowler unleased an almighty spray. "Yeaaaahhh cop that you f#$king black 
c#$t!!!

Welcome to the Panthers Mort

The Marcellin List - As most would recognise a large
 number of panthers are Marcellin alumni, due to popular demand the gazette will be comparing their unique 

characteristics throughout the year with each other 

Who is most likely to open the door for his girlfriend?

1) Justin Cheeseright - Pregnant wife, would be to scared not to
2) Lawrance Lathouras - Lozza is old fashioned (still occasionally wears suspenders), 
and is a certainty to do it 
3) Dave Beattie - Will do it, unfortunately it will come after a 5 minute righteous speach about 
chivalry and its place in society
4) Michael McInerney - Generally a good bloke (except if you owe him a slab0 and likely 
to do it
5) Sean Marshall - I honestly believe under his brooding exterior there is a nice guy at heart, unfortunately Sally seems like 
she's an equalitist and will kick his ass for thinking she cant do it 
6) Cameron Dickson - Unlikely to be Dicko, quote from Mrs Hamilton "Cameron was an ordinary date, I had to pay for the 
meal... all he want to talk about was the colour of his underpants" 
7) Matthew Gurney - Matthew is too competitve to let anyone beat him, even if its merely going through a door first
8) Anthony Schaepman - During the infamous Volvo fire incident of 2009 Shapes ran for the hills when the first puff of smoke 
was cited, poor Caity had to save the car on her own
9) Scott Pennell - Very hard to open a door when she's on a different continent


